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“The time has come”, the walrus said—
Looking into life’s mirror in the conventional way we see only ourselves and the immediate
world about us—we see nothing that lies beyond. But peering ‘Through the Looking-glass’
reveals an awareness of previously uncharted regions, or domains that have so far been much
neglected by mainstream science, and this neglect has blocked our pathway forward. So we
might well transpose Lewis Carrol’s walrus into our present predicament:
“The time has come”, the walrus said,
“To talk of many things:
Of pyramids and energies,
Of Doppler red shiftings,
The ‘void’ and Fermi Paradox
And séance channelings.”
The list includes unmentionables that deserve mention—that must surely deserve our
unwavering attention.
Humankind has a record of being ‘non-accepting of the new’—a predilection to distinctly
choosy habit, even in recent centuries. Giordano Bruno was burned at the stake by the
Inquisition (1600) for accurately teaching that Earth is not the central hub of this universe,
but revolves as a planet about the sun. And the illustrious Galileo Galilie, at his trial (1633),
was required to abjure his scientific truths on his knees! His liberty was curtailed by house
arrest and this brought to a close the Italian Renaissance. Much more recently, here in the
UK, Helen Duncan’s séance group was raided by police and she was sentenced at the Old
Bailey to imprisonment, under the then still extant ‘witchcraft act’ (1944). This dear lady’s
ability to pass on messages from torpedoed sailors to bereaved relatives was at that time
considered a security risk. How fanciful! [But this official view does have its serious
implication and might be seen as a testament to the veracity of mediumship.] The UK’s
witchcraft act was finally repealed in 1951. And still more recently, the crop circles denial—
at first attributed to wayward weather vortices, then to a pair of insomniac lunatics using a
length of rope and a plank! What better example could there be of ‘non-acceptance of the
new’?
Séance is a two-way mirror, so to speak, permitting exchanges between ourselves on this side
and allowing informative dialogue with those beyond. But séance groups and mediums are of
such variety of purpose, connection and dedication that when speaking of a specific group,
some degree of definition is required. I speak for the Kingsclere Group, here in the UK,
which has met almost weekly in its present form for the past 18-years; with full records of all
meetings (both transcribed and audio), articles and book descriptions, presented for freesharing with the world—website below1, and the website includes a ‘Scientific Enquiry’
page. The group includes mediums (full trance, partial trance and clairvoyant), healers,
qualified scientists and teachers. The group is guided by a light-being from Angelic Realms
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whom we know as ‘Salumet’. Many wonderful connections have resulted, for which we feel
so very privileged. Connections have included:
(1) Many, now in Earthly spirit realms (recent friends and relatives, historic figures,
philosophers, some Earth inhabitants from ancient times, one who took part in the
building of a South American pyramid etc).
(2) One from spirit realms of Planet Simkah (each planet with sentient life has its
associated spirit realms). This knowledgeable spirit has described pyramid
construction on Earth by people from his planet.
(3) Beings living physical lives on several other planets of this universe.
(4) Light-beings from Angelic Realms, not least of course, our frequent visitor and
guide ‘Salumet’.
It should, however, be made clear from the outset that we, as a group, are unable to ‘direct
operations’. We humbly accept that others have full control as to if and when they speak with
us, and their timing relates to our own progression plus other prevailing factors.
There is a wealth of accumulated information that can now be clearly stated, but where best
to begin? Perhaps we might begin by explaining the Fermi Paradox. SETI (Search for
Extraterrestrial Intelligence) began with a huge project, attempting to make contact with other
civilizations by sending out messages from radio dishes. Through 50-years of operation, no
contact resulted. But it had been calculated from theoretical considerations that there must be
many advanced civilizations in just this Milky Way galaxy alone. Enrico Fermi had
commented that if they are all out there then where are they? A good question—that
identifies him with the paradox! Unfortunately, the assumption had been made at the outset
that electromagnetic radiation / radio, would be the mode of communication used by others of
this universe—not so. Why use electromagnetic transmissions that are flawed by finite travel
speed through the huge cosmic expanse, language barriers and technical factors, when a
vastly superior method is available? Advanced cosmic beings would not dream of
communicating by radio. The method in general widespread use throughout the universe is
MIND-LINK.
Mind is exterior to brain and, unlike radio, has no physical format. It is therefore not subject
to space-time laws. Accordingly, all mind-linked communications (telepathy, prayer, séance
exchanges etc) are instantaneous or virtually so. Mind, spirit and energetic void (more
logically named aether) are not physical, and so are both timeless and dimensionless.
Understandably, physical intellect still has difficulty in perceiving this fact, but once
perceived and understood, a Pandora’s Box of possibilities is opened. The brain itself is
physical—a biological computer. As such, a brain has the ability (during séance) to download
thought-behind-words to its known language; to be spoken by a medium that is open to such
usage. Thus, in the interplanetary work of a suitably deployed séance group, there is no
language barrier and there are no time delays. Conversations take place as if all participants
were gathered in the same room. This is a truly wonderful phenomenon that has been
experienced by our regular group, also by visitors who have sat in on occasions. Needless to
say, the sharing of information by sentient beings from a variety of planets is richly
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rewarding. But it should be added that those who are technically and mentally well advanced,
are also spiritually advanced, otherwise they would not be able to do what they do. It follows
that they exercise a profound discretion and do not divulge knowledge that they know to be
best discovered by Earth-dwellers in our own good time.
There is one particular dear friend I would mention—‘Bonniol’, who lives on ‘Planet
Aerah’—a planet that is many galaxies distant from here. He has spoken with us on seventythree occasions, spread across a period of seven years. He has also visited Earth in a purely
observational way and is surprisingly authoritative regarding our planet. And he has been
able to download Paul’s memory banks for further study back home! In fact, it can be said:
we now know quite a bit about each other’s planets. He leads a séance group on Aerah of
around sixty individuals, and they all experience what he experiences—so our group
sometimes has the goldfish-in-a-bowl feeling! But he has on occasions given us the most
brilliant insights:
“Your technology can bring about much, but at some point you will understand that the mind
is always—always ... I would always encourage them (scientists) to use their minds in less
mechanical ways and in more spiritual ways”. —Bonniol 29th March 2010.
A book has been published (2009)2 giving full details of the first sixty of Bonniol’s visits plus
a few others. The spiritual way of mind, of course, involves the seeking of truths of the
creation in peace and harmony, with attitude of grateful acceptance. And we should firmly
acknowledge that there is no place in this universe for any Star-wars syndrome. That would
be entirely out of order in the wider scheme—as would be fear. Fear is an Earthly frailty. But
firstly, our science needs to accept that mind is part of spirit and has merely a light
attachment to physical brain. Then, and only then, can mind venture forth in wondrous
cosmic adventure.
Back to Earth briefly—we have a fair understanding of physical waveform. Sound, travelling
in air, for example, is a compression wave. It is characterised by a vibrating source (that
periodically compresses), a fixed speed of passage and measurable pressure when the sound
strikes a surface. And a nearby observer will be aware of Doppler shift—after Christian
Doppler (1842)—when hearing a vehicle siren, pitch will be higher on approach and lower as
it recedes. It is exactly the same for light travelling to us from a distant galaxy through the
‘aether’ (a more meaningful name than void because void implies nothingness which the
aether most certainly is not). Light is generated by a vibrating source (atomic), has fixed
speed and exerts a small but measurable ‘radiation pressure’ on striking a surface. Its Doppler
shift due to galaxy recession is called ‘red shift’ (this because absorption spectral lines
generated at source due to specific chemical elements are seen to shift towards the red end of
the visible spectrum). The shift provides an accurate measure of wavelength increase as seen
from Earth, in-keeping with speed of recession of the distant light-producing galaxy. Clearly
therefore, by comparison with sound-in-air, light has to be seen as a compression wave in the
aether. The latter, being extant throughout the universe, is a fundamental part of its creation
and it is the carrier for light travelling from all galaxies. And compression wave character
seems to imbue physicality. Light has hitherto been described as an electro-magnetic
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waveform, following the electro-magnetic theory of James Clerk Maxwell (which aptly
describes effects within wave format). But light is intrinsically a compression wave. These
matters concern the physical universe and its expansion. Thought, mind-linked dialogue and
telepathy are strictly non-physical and are not subject to vibratory source or to velocity
restraint. They are instantaneous transmissions or virtually so. Some might regard them as
torsion waves:
‘through torsion waves in the vacuum the A-field links things and events in the universe at
staggering speeds—a billion times the velocity of light’—
Ervin Laszlo3
A general acceptance of both physical and non-physical aspects of the universe and how
those aspects interact should enable us to discuss that paramount topic of far-reaching
historic, technical and interplanetary proportions—PYRAMIDS. Pyramids have been built all
over our planet, some huge and of such amazing construction detail that scientific endeavour
fails utterly to provide satisfactory explanation—why? The answer is a big one, and
something that we should all know about. The fact is that, over the years, there have been
missions to Earth by advanced beings from other planets. They have used travel craft that
require energy for their return journeys, and they themselves have need of energy whilst they
are here. The pyramid shape with east-west facing sides (aligning to planetary rotation) is an
efficient energy producing device. So the first thing that earlier visitors to our planet have
done is to build a pyramid—using their own technology. This would likely involve mindpower, levitation, de-materialisation / re-materialisation etc, procedures that our science of
today has simply never embraced. [But Russian scientists have built large glass-fibre
pyramids that amply demonstrate energy production and its interesting effects]4. The ancient
pyramids left on Earth still continue to produce energy, but much more weakly than when
first built.
The Great Pyramid that stands on the Giza Plateau, Egypt, was constructed 12,000 years ago.
The inscriptions within came much later and do not relate to origin. Isis, Osiris and Horus are
not fanciful myth but were wonderful advanced beings from another world. The age for the
pyramid of 12,000 years is consistent with the records left by the Coptic scribe Abu’l Hassan
Ma’sudi5 and Herodotus6. In Europe, the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun stands 50% taller than
the Great Pyramid and has been radio-carbon dated to in excess of 30,000 years. In fact, the
age we have been given is 35,000 years. This pyramid was built by advanced beings from a
planet that they call ‘Simkah’, in another galaxy. And they liaised with local humans who
assisted with the work. Part of this pyramid’s construction utilises high-grade concrete blocks
(chemical analysis confirms) that are approximately 40-times the size of one of our modern
18” x 9” x 4” building blocks. There are multi-ton ceramic artefacts within passages that were
used for control and supply of ground-waters. Again, it is the case that otherworldly methods
of construction have been used. Excavation work is necessary because nature has overgrown
the enormous structure and passages have become filled with riverbed gravel. Dr Semir
Osmanagich leads the excavation work and has organised many, many hours of volunteer
labour during several years of excavation. He has already published one book7 accounting the
work to date, published 2012.
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Our friend in spirit who has delivered information from the Simkah beings was asked about
the possibility of a further return to Earth. His reply referred to the difficulty today of finding
a location where they would be left alone to complete their project. “Could you land on Earth
without satellites detecting you?”
Reply: “Yes we could. And do not forget they are already coming here and giving you
messages with the crop circles.” And he went on to say: “I think you will find that part of
these messages is to help you to focus on your inner self and to work them out for yourselves,
because if the knowledge is just given to you, it will not be accepted as well as when it has
been worked out, and suddenly the light dawns.”
So we would do well to think on these things—a universal brotherhood of civilizations—
mind-link, technology-free communication between us all—the pyramid hard evidence of
past visits—and the crop circle messages.
So where does all this leave that matter of Earthly religion? Good question! Well, it’s been a
lengthy journey since that time when the Inquisition of the Roman Catholic Church thought
Earth to be at the centre of the universe and burned Bruno. But despite many misguided
atrocities both then and since, the true spirituality within us all—throughout all creation—is
ever present. In quiet times, go within and it is there—‘seek and ye shall find’.’The
CREATION is the entire multiplicity of universes, bathed in ‘aethereal’ energy—including of
course, the spiritual existence—that is the creation. This we must now properly recognise.
Our friends out there, who understand, know ‘LOVE’, recognise soul-in-spirit and
reincarnation, and they converse with their loved ones beyond physical death. And all
planetary beings of our knowledge recognize and revere the one ‘CREATIVE PRINCIPLE’
that so many here on Earth prefer to call ‘God’. It really is as simple as that.
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